
The Wilderness Shop’s newest staff member is Chelsea, who has 
joined us to help with marketing tasks. Chelsea has been climbing 
for nine years, and her favourite style is multipitch trad. She also 
likes dayhikes along Victoria’s wild coastline, and has trekked part 
of the Annapurna Circuit in Nepal. If you see her about, say hi! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The drive to Nowra is long. Eight and a half hours, to be precise. 
Which isn’t too bad, except that we travelled with a toddler and as 
such, 80% of our roadtrip soundtrack was “Let It Go” from the 
cartoon movie Frozen. 

Nowra lies just inland of the coast of New South Wales, about a 
three-hour drive south of Wollongong. On the banks of the 
Shoalhaven River, Nowra is not exactly a tourist town. Together 
with its sister-town across the river, Bomaderry, it has a population 
of about 35,000. To an outsider like me, it’s largely unremarkable 
–  especially when the long, white beaches of Jervis Bay and the 
sheer, cobalt-blue cliffs of Point Perpendicular are only a stone’s 
throw away. 

However, Nowra’s little secret is that it’s widely regarded as 
Australia’s ‘ancestral home’ of sport climbing. Many of Australia’s 
hardest lines lie in the quiet shade of its leafy grottoes. Today, it’s 
a popular crag, thanks to its quick walk-ins, easy sport routes and 
closely spaced bolts.  

Having learned the ropes at the trad climbing mecca Arapiles, 
sport climbing is a bit of a novelty for me. At a friend’s suggestion, 
we headed for Thompson’s Point (affectionally, “Thommo’s”). 

There’s something for everyone at Thommo’s: bolted climbs as 
easy as grade 11 (virtually unheard of in Victoria!); as well as 
every style including slabby, slopery, bouldery, technical... 
Thommo’s is also home to the iconic roof Cowboy Junkies (25). 

We started off on the two-star grade 11 called Lucifer, which 
was strangely enjoyable. It starts out with holds that are slopey 
enough to keep things interesting, before busting around a 
small rooflet. 

Next, we hopped onto the classic Santa’s Little Helper (15). I 
really enjoyed this climb. The sun was peeking over the cliffline as 
I committed to the crux rockover. The technical, “FEET!” style got 
us warmed up for our next climb, Samurai Pizza Catz (18). 

By now, we’d become accustomed to the style on these 
bulbous, short walls. Samurai Pizza Cats was another technical 
exercise, and I fell off the tensiony crux move down low. The rest 
of the route, though, prepared me for my next climb: Butt Head 
(17), which, with slopers and technical, oozey moves, was right up 
my alley. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After this, we trotted around the corner, admiring the completely 

horizontal roof of Cowboy Junkies as we sidled along the ferny 
track. We stopped at a remarkable orange wall with large scoop 
features and a square arête. The main climb in this area is called 
Orca (18). It starts with a couple of long moves, followed by 
vertical climbing through a series of hueco-like features. Then, you 
teeter around the corner, entering steeper terrain punctuated with 
good, positive holds. After stretching and rolling around the 
overhang, it’s more bulbous slabbing to the chains. 

That was all we had time for before our toddler called ‘time’! We 
spent the afternoon running in and out of the warm, turquoise, 
lapping waters of Jervis Bay, admiring postcard-white sand and 
Beecroft Peninsula on the horizon. 

Throughout our week-long trip, we spent the majority of our time 
climbing on Beecroft Peninsula’s Point Perpendicular. But, that’s a 
story for another time! 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Recommended guidebook: Nowra Climbing by Onsight 
Photography and Publishing. Price: $49.95 
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Trip Review: Climbing in Nowra  by Chelsea 

Chelsea on 
Butt Head (17) 

Nina on A Day at the Beach (21) 

Hyams Beach in Jervis Bay 
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Staff member Jonno skiing at Mt McKay this season. 

 

What’s New: Women’s Climbing Shoes  

 
 
 
 
 
 
LA SPORTIVA OTAKI 
Striking a right balance between on-the-
wall comfort while still feeling technical 
and precise. One of our staff members 
claims that the Otaki makes credit card 
edges feel like ledges! The P3®  band – 
technology borrowed from the La Sportiva 
Solution – wraps the midfoot and heel to 
maintain tension, giving you more power 
in the toe. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
LA SPORTIVA FINALE 
The Finale appeals to a variety of people: 
Newbies love its out-of-the-box comfort, 
intermediate climbers like its precision-
edging toe-box and veterans pick it for 
high-mileage trad days. This Italian-made 
model delivers with a glove-like fit, thanks 
to its unlined leather upper. On the sole, 
sticky Vibram XS Edge rubber adds 
stiffness and support. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Also New: Men’s 
La Sportiva Skwama 
Marrying aggressive performance features 
with unconventional flexibility. This slipper
-like shoe delivers a mix of power and 
sensitivity. It works well for those who 
prefer a softer shoe, as well as for 
climbers who like a second-skin fit for 
committing to smears on technical slabs. 

*We now stock seven women’s climbing shoe models across our range! 
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Winter 2019 EditionJonno pushing his Exped Carina II tent outside its comfort zone.
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Trip reporT: MounT nelse overnighT ski,
                 by stefaan
Last JuLy, I introduced Arthur (age 11) 

and Julian (age 16) to snow camping. 
Starting at Falls Creek, at one o’clock in the 
afternoon, we left Windy Corner, heading 
for Edmondson Hut below Mount Nelse. It 
was a cloudless, windless day, which meant 
we got over the dam wall in good time. This 
was thanks to the boys knowing what to 
expect—they had both done backcountry 
skiing daytrips with me previously.

Skiing with a pack can be challenging, 
but the boys’ packs topped out at less than 
20% of their bodyweight, which made things 
easier for them. The beautiful snow-covered 
rolling expanses of the Bogong High Plains 
were more easily managed on a pattern-
based ski, reducing the need for frequent 
transitions—taking climbing skins on and 
off. The snow, though not fresh, was still 
firm and untracked, making for easy skiing.

Easy travelling meant we could move 
quickly, less concerned with technique 
and a heavy pack, and free to enjoy the 
awesome views across the Rocky Valley 
Dam to the Rocky Knolls and Mount Cope, 
as well as the resort with Mount McKay in 
the distance.

Travelling along the longer, flatter uphill 
sections tested our fitness, and we started 
flagging a bit—time for a snack. We took 
off our packs to sit on, and, an energy bar 
or two later, were back on our way. Moving 
quickly meant that we had warmed up, so it 
was important not to overheat. We removed 
a layer and stayed hydrated.

We made good time up the Heathy 
Spur, with Baker Spur and Mount Nelse 
coming into view. Being familiar with the 
terrain meant we didn’t have to follow the 
pole lines or the groomed cross-country 
track, and with good visibility we didn’t 
need the GPS. We descended on a traverse 
down to Nelse Creek; Julian and myself 
benefitting from being able to lock down 
the heels with our tech. bindings, while 
Arthur struggled a bit to turn Telemark style. 
Heading up to the hut on icier snow in the 
shadow proved challenging, so we elected 
to put on our kicker skins to make the 
climb easier.

We were glad to get to the hut as the 
light was fading. We had wet, cold feet. 
The boys sat by the fire made by a fellow 
camper, while I put up our three-person, 
three-season tent—we were staying two 
nights. After our meal, we bedded down 
warm and dry, and slept very well indeed—
well-insulated.

The next morning was spent digging a 
snow cave, and in the afternoon we went up 
Nelse, this time putting on climbing skins 
from the start. The cloud had come up 
and visibility was low, but it was still good 
enough to catch glimpses of Spion Kopje, 
Timms Spur and Mount Bogong in the 
distance. Skiing down to the hut was great 
fun—as they say, you earn your turns!

The next day we packed up, and 
enjoyed the lazy turns down to Nelse Creek 
before charging up the steep ascent to 

the top of Heathy Spur—this time in low 
visibility. Following a compass bearing, 
the boys charged ahead, and as the clouds 
lifted we could see Rocky Valley Dam 
ahead. All of us were skiing with increased 
confidence (and lighter packs), so we made 
the trip back to Windy Corner in about 
three and a half hours—half the time of our 
outbound time.

While the boys’ opinion of my snow 
catering hasn’t improved, their skiing 
certainly has. I’d encourage everyone to 
give snow camping and backcountry skiing 
a go—don’t let a shortage of gear stop you 
—you can always rent what you need. W

Stefaan Steyn is a long-standing happy client 
(16 years this year) of The Wilderness Shop. 
Do you have a story you’d like to share? 
Email marketing@wildernessshop.com.au

ouTdoor research BiTTerBlaZe glove,
        by anDy
these gLoves by Outdoor Research 

are insulated with Aerogel technology, 
which was developed by NASA for 
astronauts’ space boots. Unlike standard 
‘fluffy’ insulation, which loses performance 
when it’s squashed, Aerogel doesn’t 
compress, which helps it maintain warmth.

The Bitterblaze is warm, but not puffy 
for its suggested temperature range (-26/-
9°C). It has a Gore-Tex® outer that is both 
waterproof and windproof.

The Bitterblaze Glove was designed 
with mainly ice climbing in mind, but they 
could also be used for skiing. W

The Wilderness Shop stocks a range of 
gloves for skiing, ice climbing, rock climbing 
and more. Outdoor Research Bitterblaze 
Gloves retail at $249.95.

WHat’s neW In sKI GeaR

Wilderness Shop owner Neil testing 
the Bitterblaze on dry ice at -78°C. 

Mount McKay in the distance.

Edmonson Hut.



I started out as the weakest among weak climbers and boulderers. Looking back, it amazes me that I managed to climb anything at 
all. Slowly—and, it has taken me years—I have managed to build a base climbing fitness, which has been essential to my progress.

There is a lot of information out there for advanced climbers and boulderers looking to ‘up’ their game. The training is often rigorous 
and demanding. What you need to know is that these training programs are either aimed at people who have started out with a lot of 
strength, or people who have been climbing for many years and are now building beyond base fitness.

The greatest setback for climbers and boulderers starting out is injury. But, that doesn’t mean that as a beginner, you can’t train. 
Disclaimer: I’m no physiotherapist—just a once weak climber who learned how to get stronger. Here’s what I discovered:

1. Build Muscle.
This seems counter-intuitive, but what I 
worked out early on is that when I was 
weak, relatively ‘simple’ moves (like cross-
overs on overhanging terrain) were really 
difficult for me, because I didn’t have the 
muscles I needed. If you can target just one 
group of muscles, I would focus on your 
core. Simple weights exercises do the job.

2. cliMB, cliMB, cliMB.
“Climbing makes you a better climber.” 
People say this all the time, and there’s truth 
to it. If you’re new to climbing, your body 
won’t be used to it. By climbing a lot, you 
condition your body to climbing movement.

cliMBer’s corner: a punTer’s guide To Training,
            by CHelsea

Chelsea on The Animator (V4). 

gear guide: deMysTifying The new leki hiking pole range,
              by maC

3. sTrucTure your Training.
After you’ve built a base, it’s a good idea 
to add structure to your gym sessions. 
This can mean that either your sessions 
are structured, or your training week 
is structured (or both). There are three 
‘themes’ you can work with: POWER, 
ENDURANCE and EASY CLIMBING.

It works well to rotate these on a cycle. 
For instance, if you go the gym three times 
a week, you could try...

Monday = Power
Wednesday = Endurance
Friday = Easy Session.

Or, if you visit the gym once a week, rotate 
the focus each week:

Week 1 = Power
Week 2 = Endurance
Week 3 = Easy Session(s).

What exactly does ‘Power’, ‘Endurance’ and 
‘Easy’ mean? Here are some suggestions... 
Power: Work on explosive, hard problems 
that demand a lot of power. Endurance: 
Circuit work. That is, doing a circuit—of, 
say, 30 moves—over and over, with rest 
breaks inbetween. Alternatively, you could 
link three boulder problems at your limit, 
and use that as a circuit. Easy: A low-key 
session that’s easy on your body and mind.

4. hangBoards, rock rings, 
parallel Bars...
Before using any specialist training 
equipment, you should learn (preferably 
from someone who knows what they’re 
doing), the correct way to use them. For 
instance, hangboards—like any aparatus—
can do damage if used incorrectly. I try to 
engage my shoulder muscles, keep my 
elbows bent and use an open-hand grip.

5. CROSS-TRAIN.
It’s amazing what a bit of aerobic fitness 
can do. I’m not a fan of running, but I do 
it sometimes for the aerobic benefits. 
It’s nice, on longer boulder problems, or 
hanging around on a route to place gear, 
to not feel puffed or out of breath.

6. resT.
This is an essential part of training. Rest 
allows your muscles to heal (and therefore 
grow). It’s hard to make gains if you don’t 
allow your body to ‘acclimatise’ to the 
rigours it’s being put through. Only then can 
you progress. W

The Wilderness Shop stocks a range of 
training equipment, including hangboards, 
forearm trainers and training books.

la sporTiva fuTura cliMBing shoe,  
         by CHelsea

Many cLIMbers regard the La 
Sportiva Futura to be the best gym 

shoe out there. (We’d argue it also excels on 
rock.) With only three millimetres of rubber 
between your toes and footholds, the Futura 
is as sensitive as they get.

The edge the Futura has, is that it has 
No-Edge™—La Sportiva’s patented design 
feature that, essentially, does away with 
traditional edges. Instead, the rubber 
follows the natural curve of the toe. This 
brings your toe closer to the surface you’re 
climbing on. It also means that you’re not 
limited to positioning your foot in a way 
that relies on how you use the shoe’s edge. 

tHe ‘futuRa’ Is HeRe!

With No-Edge™, you get more rubber 
surface area in contact with the wall, 
giving you more friction. Now you 
can get the most out of those terrible 
smears, or near-invisible dimples in the 
rock, or rounded gym holds. Because 
there’s no defined edge, you have more 
options as to how you position your 
toes: the shoe adapts to the way you 
climb, rather than you needing to adapt 
to the nuances of the shoe.

Worth noting: You need precise, 
deliberate footwork. The rubber is thin, 
closer to your toes, and will wear out if 
you don’t treat these shoes right. Learn 

how to place your feet delicately. And, 
bear in mind that if you climb in these 
shoes five times a week on coarse 
surfaces, they will wear out faster.

Aside from No-Edge™ technology, 
this shoe has a host of other features: 
a P3 rand that preserves downturn 
longer, a glove-like fit, a plush yet 
unlined interior, and a Hytrel® 
thermoplastic elastomer resin in the 
metatarsal area that provides support 
(such that the shoe isn’t just a sock) 
with flex. W

La Sportiva Futura retails at $289.95.

our Brand new genre of ski gear...
        by anDy

neW!  maDsHus ClassICs

Madshus cT140 ski
These are cross-country classic skis 
with IntelliGrip®, which is a mohair grip 
underneath (instead of a pattern base).

This is a cross-country ski, so it is fast 
and light. It is a good option for daytrips, for 
example at Lake Mountain or Falls Creek on 
groomers and if you want to cover a lot of 
distances on the tracks.

Sizes: 190, 195, 200, 205, 210 
All sizes $374.95

Madshus hyper u ski BooT
The Madshus Hyper U is a combi boot. 
You can use a combi boot on a cross-
country classic ski or on a skate ski. The 
Madshus Hyper U gives you support on 
classic skis, by way of ankle support and 
reinforcement in the upper. It is a stiff(ish) 
boot that can be used on both classic skis 
and skates.

Available at The Wilderness Shop: $349.95

MasTers Xc05 ski poles
We got these ski poles specifically to go 
with our classic skis. They are 50% carbon, 
which makes them light (340g, pair). It has 
a cork handle, race strap, race basket and 
carbide tip. Basically it is good for going 
fast. It is also really affordable for the price. 
Fixed-length pole. W

$79.95 (pair)

The Wilderness Shop’s new range 
of cross-country classic skis are the 
perfect choice for moving fast on 
groomed trails.

whaT our sTaff 
wear: socks  
    

sarah: Bridgedale hike 
ulTra lighT T2 crew, $34.95

“These socks have padding in 
the Achilles and where you need 
it, but they’re thin everywhere 
else. Considering how light they 
are, they’re warm (but also not 
ridiculously hot). I use them for 
hiking and general everyday wear.”

Comes in both men’s and women’s.

ANDY: MUND CROSS-COUNTRY 
skiing socks, $27.95

“Light and not too thick, so they fit 
into the boot nicely. The reason 
this is important is so that you 
can feel the boot and skis better 
through the sock. They are warm, 
but not thick.” W

Why do We stock LEKI poles? 
LEKI is the market leader. It is a 

well-known German brand that makes 
a high quality product that is still 
manufactured in Europe.

When choosing a hiking pole, you 
should make your decision based on 
weight, price, length and also what 
special features you need.

Here is my guide to our newest 
LEKI range...

leki Trail 2019, $159.95
Basic handle. Fat, strong diameter. 
The only twist-lock in our current LEKI 
range. (Twist-lock mechanisms are 
stronger, so this is a good option if you 
are a larger person.) Sold in pairs.

leki carBon Ta XTg, $299.95 
Very, very light. Anything made of 
carbon fibre is more expensive, but 
extremely light. Sold in pairs.

Micro vario carBon, $349.95
This is a Z-fold pole (as opposed 
to the rest of our LEKI range, which 
is comprised of ‘telescopic’ poles). 
Instead of retracting into itself, 
a Z-fold pole folds (as the name 
implies). Z-fold poles pack really 
compactly, which makes them good 
for putting in your luggage and 
taking overseas. The Micro Vario 
Carbon is adjustable in length, and 
available in both a men’s and a 
women’s version. W

‘sTrong’ poles, $219.95 – $239.95
We have two poles in the LEKI ‘STRONG’ 
category: Makalu Strong and Khumbu 
Strong AS. The ‘AS’ stands for ‘Anti-
shock’—a useful feature for bad wrists or 
elbows. (Anti-shock dampens vibration.)

woMen’s poles, $259.95 – $349.95
Tend to be narrower, lighter and shorter. 
We offer the LEKI Cressida and LEKI Micro 
Vario Carbon Women’s.

‘liTe’ poles, $179.95 – $199.95
LEKI’s ‘LITE’ poles are narrower and lighter. 
We offer the Journey Lite AS and Khumbu 
Lite. The latter has a cork-like grip that 
customers love. The Journey Lite AS has 
the Anti-shock feature and a simpler grip.


